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Service Summary

SAP Vaccine Collaboration Hub for Life Sciences is a solution that assists in the distribution and administration of vaccines to people around the world. It is based on 
a combination of SAP solutions and Qualtrics technology and is designed to make, distribution and monitoring of vaccines more efficient, effective, and affordable.

• An overview of SAP Information Collaboration Hub

• Built on SAP Information Collaboration Hub for Life Sciences which helps life science companies and their external partners 
exchange large volumes of data and messages in different formats to meet quality and regulatory requirements 

• It provides a true network experience, supports critical scale, and creates end-to-end integrations and value-added services 

• The hub is a unified solution for vaccine supply chain transparency, helping distribute the right vaccines, in the right 
quantities, in the right condition, at the right time, in the right place, at lowest supply chain cost

SAP Vaccine Collaboration Hub for Life Sciences

• Controlled vaccine sourcing and manufacturing: 
protect against counterfeit vaccines, comply with 
serialization regulations across multiple jurisdictions, track 
vaccine production from ingredient suppliers, thru contract 
manufacturing 

• Seamless vaccine distribution: helping governments to 
publicly fund and order vaccines, including a 
comprehensive view of vaccine program management, 
supply chain network planning, and full transparency into 
the transport, storage, and dispensing to help ensure 
safety and effectiveness

• Public information awareness: governments can gauge 
resident perception and sentiment by demographic 
groups, including marginalized communities, aligning 
those insights with strategy and policy, and quickly 
address concerns to deliver a better experience 

• Managing the workforce: complete workforce planning to 
quickly staff up with both full-time and contingent 
workforce to meet mission-critical, time-sensitive demands 
Building resilience: as backbone solution for vaccination 
programs and emergency response tool for pandemics

Overview Benefits

Contact and Further InformationApplications

• Value chain collaboration and procurement: connecting 
manufacturers, governments, regulatory agencies, service 
providers, and dispensing units. Enabling strategic 
stockpile of vaccines and flexibly re-deploy to overcome 
shortages and meet emergency demands 

• Track and trace and supply chain transparency: delivering 
evidence into the supply chain – see how powerful the 
vaccine production and distribution systems are, identify 
deviations from plan, spot early indications of bottlenecks, 
gain recommendations for issue resolution, enable 
stockpile of vaccines and flexible re-deployment to 
overcome shortages and meet emergency demands (hot 
spots / predictions, et cetera)

SAP solutions provide the backbone systems for the majority 
of customers in life sciences globally and has relationships 
with all of the major manufacturers, distributors and 
pharmacies. As a result, this solution was developed with 
their needs in mind and will enable:

• Anti-counterfeiting by verifying vaccine origins to avoid 
ensure genuine vaccines  and double use/refill 

• Regulatory compliance within different serialization 
legislations 

• Scalability to quickly adjust to new vaccines, new 
guidance, and government requirements 

• Preparedness for other potential pandemics or 
emergencies 

• Critical infrastructure foundation for ongoing vaccination 
program

Business Processes and Capabilities Business Value of Solution

SAP Information Collaboration Hub evolved from a 
pharmaceutical network developed by SAP and several large 
pharmaceutical wholesalers and manufacturers. It uses a 
digital network built on SAP Cloud Platform and enables 
trading partners to exchange large amounts of serialization 
and associated traceability data.

Delivery

• www.sap.com/lifesciences
• SAP Cloud Platform
• SAP Information Collaboration Hub
• SAP Advanced Track and Trace for Pharmaceuticals
• Integrated Business Planning
• SAP Analytics Cloud
• Qualtrics Vaccine Management + Citizen Experience solution

https://blogs.sap.com/2019/01/07/sap-information-collaboration-hub-an-overview/
http://www.sap.com/lifesciences
https://www.sap.com/products/hana/cloud.html?campaigncode=CRM-XH20-PPC-PTABANAGOO&source=ppc-usca-nam-dg_PT_x_x_x_x-GOO-x-x&DFA=1&gclid=Cj0KCQjwreT8BRDTARIsAJLI0KLI-aQ9ub51ORTKAeCjzvhniQeezV2jEnheYBz14RVMUrQt0heVPeAaAo9VEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds&btp=b8602d31-6b98-414d-b2fa-d9f26aaeed12
https://blogs.sap.com/2019/01/07/sap-information-collaboration-hub-an-overview/
https://www.sap.com/products/track-trace-pharmaceuticals.html?btp=b8602d31-6b98-414d-b2fa-d9f26aaeed12
https://www.sap.com/products/business-technology-platform.html?btp=b8602d31-6b98-414d-b2fa-d9f26aaeed12
https://www.sapanalytics.cloud/
https://www.qualtrics.com/news/qualtrics-announces-a-breakthrough-end-to-end-automated-solution-for-vaccine-management-citizen-experience/

